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While not explicitly stated in the text of this provision, it is plainly evident that this 
provision applies only to possession or handling weapons on school property, and so does not 
apply to this incident.  This weapons provision lists numerous items that are considered weapons, 
including pocket knives, BB guns, air rifles, fireworks, and any sharp or pointed instruments 
(such as box cutters or tools used for food preparation).  It would be absurd to construe this 
provision as forbidding students from possessing anywhere and at anytime the listed items since 
many of them are common and ordinary objects that parents allow their children to handle and 
use.  Yet your decision makes this unreasonable application of the rule by extending it to  
possession of a toy gun in his own home. 

 
Moreover, this application of the weapons rule to  is in direct conflict with a North 

Carolina law restricting the operation of school disciplinary rules to off-campus conduct.  N.C. 
Gen. Stat. § 115C-390.2(c) provides: 

 
Board policies may authorize suspension for conduct not occurring on 
educational property,3 but only if the student’s conduct otherwise violates the 
Code of Student Conduct and the conduct has or is reasonably expected to 
have a direct and immediate impact on the orderly and efficient operation of 
the schools or the safety of individuals in the school environment.4 
 
Even to the extent the Academy’s weapons possession rule could be reasonably 

interpreted to apply to  conduct in his room, § 115C-390.2(c) forbids its application in 
this case because there is no indication that  display of the toy had or could be expected to 
have a “direct and immediate impact” on order, efficiency or safety within the Academy.  North 
Carolina law thereby forbids the discipline imposed upon under the Academy’s weapons 
policy. 

 
 Conduct Did Not Constitute a Threat 
 
Your letter also imposed the suspension under the Academy’s student conduct policy on 

threats.  Although the policy does cover gestures communicated via the internet, application of 
the threat policy still must comply with the requirement of N.C. Gen. Stat. § 115C.390.2(c) 
because the conduct did not take place on “educational property.”  Again, there is no indication 
that the display of the toy gun had any impact on the operation or safety of the Academy, so 
application of the threat policy is forbidden by law. 

 
But more fundamentally, the actions of  cannot plausibly be considered a “threat” 

under any reasonable definition of that term.  By statute, a threat requires action placing another 
in fear of physical injury “made in a manner and under circumstances which would cause a 

 
3 “Educational property” is defined as “[a]ny school building or bus, school campus, grounds, recreational area, 
athletic field, or other property under the control of any local board of education or charter school.” N.C. Gen. Stat. 
§ 115C-390.1(b)(4). 
4 Charter schools are required to comply with this statutory provision under N.C. Gen. Stat. § 115C-218.60 
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reasonable person to believe that the threat is likely to be carried out[.]”  N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-
277.1.   

 
 display of the toy gun was made in direct response to  request that he do 

something “scary” during the “Trick or Treat” game.  Everyone watching during the Zoom class 
knew this was the reason and purpose of  action.  He did or said nothing which could 
have led anyone watching to believe that he wanted to harm them, particularly since he was not 
in the presence of anyone taking the class.  Thus, not only was there no actual offer to harm 
another person, but no reasonable person could believe that  meant to do so. 

 
For the reasons stated above, the school’s suspension of  is unsupportable.  His 

actions were clearly an innocent, playful moment that was done in response to his teacher’s 
instructions to do something scary as part of the class activity.  The suspension he was given and 
the police investigation the Academy instigated were not only unjustified under the terms of the 
controlling Academy policies and state law but constitute an extreme overreaction to child-like 
behavior prompted by his teacher. 

 
The serious interest administrators and educators have in making schools safe for 

children is in no way furthered by the draconian response taken in this particular case. Indeed, 
such a blatant overreaction by school administrators undermines the public’s confidence in the 
ability of school officials to act judiciously, while balancing safety concerns with an 
understanding of the rights of those involved. 

 
 should not suffer the stigma of this suspension for the remainder of his academic 

career.  It will no doubt remain a part of his records and could have profound effects on his 
future given the implications of violence arising from purported violations of rules on possessing 
weapons and making threats. Therefore, we demand that the suspension imposed upon him as set 
forth in your October 28 letter be rescinded and that any and all record of that action be removed 
from his records maintained by the Academy.   

 
In order that we might advise  parents about their legal options, we request a 

response to this letter by December 3, 2020 
 

      Sincerely yours, 
 
 
 
      John W. Whitehead 
      President 

 
cc:   




